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CHRO Foresight
ECN’s community for Chief People O�cers and HR Directors 

The Economist Corporate Network (ECN) is launching a community for top executives specialising in 
talent management from our member companies. We will bring together leading experts from some of 
the biggest and most innovative organisations across the world and combine their personal insights 
with the EIU's global economic knowledge to create a forward-looking perspective on the global trends 
shaping the economy, business and their own specialist functions. 

Leveraging the ECN’s global connections and our extensive network, we will provide a platform for 
executives to engage with their peers from other regions as well as their own city networks. We will 
meet on a  quarterly basis to talk about the most critical issues facing executives in HR functions and 
help them create more value for their companies. The discussions will be supported by a dedicated 
online community where participants will be able to engage directly with their peers and get the latest 
insights from The Economist Group tailored and curated speci�cally for their job function.
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CHRO Foresight: ECN’s community for Chief People O�cers and HR Directors 

ECN research has continuously shown that talent management is at the top of the agenda for 
C-suite executives, and recent developments have only reinforced that. Pandemic-related 
disruption has �rmly cemented the strategic importance of having the right approach to ‘people 
issues’. The way we will be working is changing and with it, inevitably, the role of the Chief People 
O�cer is evolving too. 

How can you prepare for the new types of risks that will impact your company’s HR policies? What 
will be the right balance of remote and onsite working for your business? How can you make sure 
your employees are feeling �ne without being too intrusive? And what will be the key trends for 
the future of work? Join our dedicated HR community to hear the latest insights on the workplace 
of tomorrow from the EIU and get connected with our global network of CHRO executives.  

Planned sessions for the year ahead 
•  Ready to return? The right strategies for getting back to o�ce. (June 2, 2021)

At this event we will hear both from companies that have decided to go completely remote as well as those 
who prescribe the necessity of working together in one o�ce, and everything in between.

•  Expanding risks: Investigating geopolitical, reputational and other non-obvious risks for 
   CHROs. (Aug 25, 2021)

Looking closer into the risks that are less frequently associated with talent management, but which 
increasingly matter more for senior executives in HR roles.

•  The best examples: In conversation with the CHRO of a Global Fortune 500 company. 
   (October 20, 2021) 

A unique opportunity to talk to the leaders in your �eld and learn the way they are adapting to challenges.

•  The CHRO’s World in 2022: Identifying the future of work trends. (January 25, 2022)
Forecasts from The EIU for key trends for next year and why they matter to CHROs.

“The Economist Corporate Network provides a great forum for experienced 
and new executives to interact and learn from each other. Due to its wide 
range of activities, there is something of value to everyone.”
PRESIDENT, BAXTER ASIA PACIFIC

The dates, topics and the order of the events are indicative and subject to change.
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